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Oh The Thinks You Can Think
Tongue twisters abound in this classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book! "Bed Spreaders spread spreads on beds. Bread Spreaders
spread butter on breads. And that Bed Spreader better watch out how he's spreading . . . or that Bread Spreader's sure going to
butter his bedding." This riotous collection weaves together a wonderment of words designed to twist the lips. Wordsmiths and
beginning readers will love Oh Say Can You Say? and treasure tackling these tangled tongue teasers. Originally created by Dr.
Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their
meaning.
Hit the road reading with Dr. Seuss! Tucked inside this cute little blue box topped with a plastic handle and secured by a tuck
closure are board book editions of the classic Dr. Seuss titles Hop on Pop; Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!; Ten Apples Up On
Top!; and The Shape of Me and Other Stuff. Ideal for the holidays, new mothers, and happy occasions of all kinds, this is a literacy-
nurturing gift that babies can literally sink their teeth into!
Presents a rhyming story that helps build early reading skills and offers simple suggestions for going green, from reducing waste
and saving energy to donating used objects and recycling.
Images from the work of Dr. Seuss for all ages to color This beautiful book--featuring two colors of foil on the cover--will provide
hours of creative fun for Dr. Seuss fans from 7 to 107 With intricate illustrations (some more complex than others), playful patterns,
and iconic images based on pages from such titles as The Cat in the Hat, Oh, the Places You'll Go , The Lorax, and Horton Hears
a Who , now you can color Dr. Seuss's work any way you want Want to know if your favorite is included? The illustrations to color
are derived from the following books: And to Think that I Saw It on Mulberry Street, The Cat in the Hat, The Cat in the Hat's
Songbook, Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?, Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book, The Foot Book, Horton Hears a Who , How the
Grinch Stole Christmas , I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew, If I Ran the Circus, If I Ran the Zoo, The Lorax, Oh Say Can You
Say?, Oh, the Places You'll Go , Oh, the Thinks You Can Think , On Beyond Zebra, One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish,
Scrambled Eggs Super, There's a Wocket in My Pocket , What Pet Should I Get?, Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories, and You're
Only Old Once.
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue twisters that will have readers of all ages giggling with glee. When a fox
in socks meets Knox in a box, you know that hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and clocks) and you're sure to
get your words twisted and lips locked. With his unmistakable gift for rhyme, Dr. Seuss creates a hysterical and energetic way for
beginning readers to dive into the joy of reading. This book comes with the following warning: “This is a book you READ ALOUD
to find out just how smart your tongue is. The first time you read it, don't go fast! This Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your tongue
in trouble.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
The possibilities are endless in the board edition of this classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book --the perfect back-to-school read for a
new year! Young readers will delight in this Oh, the Thinks You Can Think! which celebrates the imagination and encourages
young readers to think . . . about thinking! “Think left and think right and think low and think high. Oh, the Thinks you can think up if
only you try.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed
hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic
large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing
readers ages 3-7—and lucky parents too!
The young reader may fill in the appropriate personal data to complete his "very own" autobiography.
Count on Dr. Seuss to make learning numbers fun! This simple, rhyming book is illustrated with art from some of his most beloved
works, including "One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?, " and "Oh, the Thinks You Can
Think!" Full color.
The narrator is frightened by a pair of pale green pants with no one inside that seems to be following him, until the two meet and
discover that they have nothing to fear. Features illustrations that glow in the dark.
Zuze is a fan of the great Rufus Roth, a superstar musician from the past. And she is thrilled when her music class gets to go on a
time traveling field trip. The class will visit five rock concerts. They will listen to two songs at each concert. Then they will return to
class to write their reports. Zuze hopes Rufus Roth will sing her favorite song, “Susie Girl.” Will she be disappointed?
A mad outpouring of made-up words, and intriguing ideas. From the Hardcover edition.
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the story of the return of the mischievous Cat in the Hat with his Little Cat friends.
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
A board book celebration of Spring, starring Thing One and Thing Two from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat! Written in super-
simple rhyme, this sweet sturdy board book features Thing One and Thing Two as they frolic with iconic Spring "things"--including
ducklings, bunnies, flowers, frogs, wriggling worms, and butterflies. Perfect for tucking into Easter baskets, this is a great way to
celebrate the season and to introduce babies and toddlers to the world of Dr. Seuss! (And if you can't get enough of Thing One
and Thing Two, check out the board books Spooky Things and Lovey Things!)
Dr. Seuss, children and adults alike have been captivated by the charming and laconic tales of whimsical characters and
imaginative worlds. But Dr. Seuss' stories are more than just catchy poems; they often wrestle with serious philosophical and
moral dilemmas, whether it is Horton discovering the very essence of life or the Lorax teaching us about morality. Dr. Seuss and
Philosophy explores philosophical concepts such as the nature of the good life in Oh the Places You'll Go, the method and value
of thinking critically in Oh the Thinks You Can Think, and morality and ethics in How the Grinch Stole Christmas, among many
others. Anyone who loves Dr. Seuss or is interested in philosophy will find this book to be intriguing and enlightening.
A lesser-known collection of classic Dr. Seuss stories about humility, equality, and the power of imagination! This collection of
three rhyming stories by Dr. Seuss features a whole litter of Cat in the Hat-like cats! In "I Can Lick 30 Tigers Today!" a boastful cat
bites off more than he can chew in the shape of 30 tigers; in "King Louie Katz"--a tale about tails--a single cat challenges authority
and creates a more "demo-catic" society; and in "The Glunk That Got Thunk," a cat thinks up something so wild, she needs to un-
thunk it! Beautifully illustrated in ink and watercolor, this quirky collection of Seussian silliness will be a welcome gift to Dr. Seuss
fans of all ages.
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An illustrated adaptation of the long-running bestseller How Full Is Your Bucket? (more than 400,000 copies sold) for kids — told
through the story of a boy who learns a valuable “bucket filling” metaphor and watches it come to life as the day unfolds. Every
moment matters. Each of us has an invisible bucket. When our bucket is full, we feel great. When it’s empty, we feel awful. Yet
most children (and many adults) don’t realize the importance of having a full bucket throughout the day. In How Full Is Your
Bucket? For Kids, Felix begins to see how every interaction in a day either fills or empties his bucket. Felix then realizes that
everything he says or does to other people fills or empties their buckets as well. Follow along with Felix as he learns how easy it
can be to fill the buckets of his classmates, teachers and family members. Before the day is over, you’ll see how Felix learns to be
a great bucket filler, and in the process, discovers that filling someone else’s bucket also fills his own.
In this latest installation of the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library, the Cat takes Sally and Dick to explore different kinds of deserts
around the world, from the hot, dry Sonoran and Mojavi to the bitter cold Gobi and Antarctica. Young readers learn why deserts
are dry, and how plants and animals—including cactus, kangaroos, camels, penguins, roadrunners, and many others—have adapted
to survive the unforgiving climate. Also included: how sand dunes are formed; the reason we see mirages, and how shallow water
beneath the surface of the ground can create an oasis. Fans of the new PBS preschool science show The Cat in the Hat Knows a
Lot About That! (which is based on the Learning Library series) won't want to miss this hot new addition to the series!
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the popular story featuring a rainy day visit by the Cat in the Hat.
The possibilities are endless in Dr. Seuss’s classic Beginner Book! Young readers will delight in Oh, the Thinks You Can
Think! which celebrates the imagination and encourages young readers to think . . . about thinking! “Think left and think
right and think low and think high. Oh, the Thinks you can think up if only you try.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss,
Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their
meaning. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
Advice in rhyme for proceeding in life; weathering fear, loneliness, and confusion; and being in charge of your actions.
Join Dr. Seuss and let your imagination run wild in this classic story to encourage the most out-there thinkers!
A rhyming story about noses of all kinds.
"The Cat in the Hat explains the science behind volcanic eruptions and takes readers on a tour of the most famous
volcanoes on Earth-and beyond!"--
The quest for picnic perfection will delight readers in this classic Beginner Book edited by Dr. Seuss. When the
Berenstain Bears set out to find the perfect spot for a picnic, Father Bear says he knows just the place. But each ideal
location turns out to be a complete disaster, with a train roaring past or hordes of mosquitoes. At last they find a place
with no pesky crowds or noisy planes, and nary a mosquito . . . until it starts to rain. With The Bears’ Picnic, literary
legends Stan and Jan Berenstain provide a red-and-white-checked tablecloth to enhance a giggle-filled escape.
Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
A boy and rabbit both have two eyes that see all kinds of things, from blue and red to a bird and a bed.
Drawings and verse point out the many things that are wrong one wacky Wednesday.
A board book version of Seuss's popular rhyming story describes each day in terms of a particular color which in turn is associated with
specific emotions.
Featuring classic art and cherished quotes from 36 of Dr. Seuss' most beloved works, this "New York Times" bestseller is now available in a
large-trim jacketed edition and offers valuable advice for any age. Full color.
Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!RH Childrens Books
Rhyming verses catalogue a profusion of amusing, unusual, imaginative, and incredible things that can be thought about.
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the perfect gift for the young artist in your life! A never-before-published Dr. Seuss non-fiction book
about creating and looking at art! Based on an unrhymed manuscript and sketches discovered in 2013, this book is like a visit to a
museum—with a horse as your guide! Explore how different artists have seen horses, and maybe even find a new way of looking at them
yourself. Discover full-color photographic art reproductions of pieces by Picasso, George Stubbs, Rosa Bonheur, Alexander Calder, Jacob
Lawrence, Deborah Butterfield, Franz Marc, Jackson Pollock, and many others—all of which feature a horse! Young readers will find
themselves delightfully transported by the engaging equines as they learn about the creative process and how to see art in new ways. Taking
inspiration from Dr. Seuss’s original sketches, acclaimed illustrator Andrew Joyner has created a look that is both subtly Seussian and wholly
his own. His whimsical illustrations are combined throughout with “real-life” art. Cameo appearances by classic Dr. Seuss characters (among
them the Cat in the Hat, the Grinch, and Horton the Elephant) make Dr. Seuss’s Horse Museum a playful picture book that is totally unique.
Ideal for home or classroom use, it encourages critical thinking and makes a great gift for Seuss fans, artists, and horse lovers of all ages.
Publisher’s Notes discuss the discovery of the manuscript and sketches, Dr. Seuss’s interest in understanding modern art, the process of
creating the book, and information about each of the artists and art reproductions in the book.
The Cat in the Hat joins forces with the Partnership for a Healthier America! In this newly revised editiion—with 16 pages of bonus
materials—the Cat in the Hat takes young readers to a Seussian Spa where they learn the basics of healthy living. Updated with the
assistance of the Partnership for a Healthier America, the Cat explains the importance of eating right (based on the latest USDA MyPlate
recommendations); staying active; getting enough sleep; handwashing; brushing and flossing; wearing protective gear when playing
sports--even the best way to sneeze when you don't have a tissue handy! The 16 pages of newly added backmatter include simple, fun
suggestions for children to increase their activity thoughout the day, plus 8 kid-friendly, healthy recipes for parents to prepare for their hungry
broods. An ideal choice for supporting Common Core Standards and fans of the hit PBS Kids television show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot
About That!—this is a book that supports healthy bodies AND healthy minds!
Travel through the zoo and learn about zoo animals through rhyme. Count up all of the animals you have seen. Includes section "For
Creative Minds" with cards and activities.
Never having seen his mother, a baby bird makes humorous mistakes trying to find her. On board pages.
There isn't a sound Mr. Brown can't do, from a hippo's gumchewing to a goldfish's kiss. The noisemakers are graphically illustrated and the
"sound effects" are printed in big lettering. Full-color illustrations.
Every wish is fulfilled on the First of Octember.
Dr. Seuss’s wonderfully wise Oh, the Places You’ll Go! is the perfect gift to celebrate all of our special milestones—from graduations to
birthdays and beyond! From soaring to high heights and seeing great sights to being left in a Lurch on a prickle-ly perch, Dr. Seuss addresses
life’s ups and downs with his trademark humorous verse and whimsical illustrations. The inspiring and timeless message encourages
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readers to find the success that lies within, no matter what challenges they face. A perennial favorite and a perfect gift for anyone starting a
new phase in their life!
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten
years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t
know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during
your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in
an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems
unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a
Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely
applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to
improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide
“Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke
Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Pairs of rhyming words are used in simple sentences to help beginning readers understand the use of words and phrases.
It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are innovative books built for the way babies read. Printed on a unique, nontoxic, paperlike
material that holds up to anything babies throw at them, Indestructibles are rip proof, chew proof, drool proof and gum proof. They’re 100%
baby safe—and they’re washable. When a book gets dirty, just throw it in the dishwasher or washing machine, and voilà, the book is back and
ready for more. Featuring the second set of titles by Kate Merritt, whose distinctive and colorful collage illustrations are as adorable to parents
as they are to babies, here is a new Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby Night-Night makes the bedtime ritual—putting on pajamas,
reading a story, and the good-night kiss—a special time for parents and children. Simple, engaging text encourages language development,
and each spread is filled with sweet details.
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